
In 1974, when Thesis Asset 
Management was established, 
an American economist called 
Arthur Laffer unveiled what has 
come to be known as ‘The Laffer 
Curve’. This illustrates a theoretical 
relationship between rates of 
taxation in an economy and resulting 
government revenues. Laffer rose 
to prominence during the Ronald 
Reagan administration and was later 
one of four economists who acted as 
advisers to Donald Trump in the 2016 
election campaign. It might therefore 

In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death  
and taxes.
Benjamin Franklin
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come as little surprise that the thrust 
of his philosophy is to reduce taxes.

His eponymous curve, shown below, 
depicts a relationship whereby 
governments in high tax countries 
could increase the overall tax take 
(in £ or $ terms), by reducing tax 
rates in % terms. This theory is 
typically applied to economies as 
a whole, but there is no reason 
why the principle shouldn’t apply 
to specific individual taxes within a 
wider taxation structure.

With a tax rate of 0%, it follows 
that government tax revenue will 
be zero, whether this be across the 
economy as a whole, or in respect 
of a specific tax regime. If a tax rate 
of 1% were applied, it follows that 
most taxpayers would pay it: only 
a hardened libertarian could argue 
injustice in respect of such a rate, 
and the cost of putting avoidance 
mechanisms in place would most 
likely outweigh the savings. The 
drawback is that this tax would not 
raise very much money.

If the government in question 
were to increase this tax to 5%, 
some avoidance may be witnessed, 
however the overall tax take would 
rise as the majority of taxpayers 
would still abide. This follows until 
a point, beyond which the overall 
tax take begins to fall, as avoidance 
becomes more compelling. The 
shape of this curve is widely 
debated and will differ for different 
situations. However the theory 
raises the question of tax avoidance 
and the degree to which some or all 
taxes are ‘voluntary.’
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Avoidance vs evasion

To be clear, when we refer here 
to avoidance we make a clear 
distinction with ‘evasion.' Avoidance 
is filling the car up before a penny 
per litre is added in tax by The 
Chancellor; avoidance is buying 
duty free products at an airport; 
avoidance is sacrificing salary into a 
pension scheme; avoidance is saving 
or investing via an ISA.

Where one ends and the other 
begins is a subjective matter to 
some degree, however what is 
certain is that the higher a tax 
rate becomes, the greater the 
incentive to engage in either. If 
tax rates across the economy 
were 1%, it would be very unlikely 
that we would see celebrities and 
footballers investing in convoluted 
tax avoidance schemes. However 
the state would not be able to fund 
its obligations. At the other end of 
the extreme, if tax rates were 99%, 
the tax take would be practically 
zero as companies would go out 
of business, our footballers would 
play in ‘Major League Soccer’ and 
anyone who could do would leave 
the country.

It is not our position to debate the 
justice or otherwise of the prevailing 
taxation system in the UK, however 
we do feel a responsibility to point 
out the allowances and exemptions 
which are available to our clients. It 
goes without saying that tax rules, 
allowances and exemptions change 
from time to time. The same could 
be said for legislation and regulation 
in many other aspects of our lives. 
We can only play with the hand we 
are dealt but this should not put us 
off from considering our options 
and taking steps to improve our tax 
efficiency.

Inheritance Tax (IHT) is a theme 
which raises emotional responses for 
obvious reasons. It is also an area 
which prompts particularly vocal 

debates about (in)justice at both ends 
of the political spectrum. At 40% 
on sums in excess of the various 
allowances available it provides many 
with the incentive to explore reducing 
or avoiding its impact. While the 
value of overall tax take has risen in 
absolute terms, it remains minor in 
the scheme of things in the economy 
and certainly when compared with 
other taxes (see above). However for 
many individuals and families it is far 
from a minor issue, hence exploring it 
in this piece.

Lord Jenkins of Hillhead

The Labour peer said “Inheritance 
Tax is a voluntary tax, paid by those 
who distrust their heirs more than 
they dislike the Inland Revenue!”. 
While amusing, there is an element 
of truth in this statement. 

Giving money away comes with 
strings attached. The issue of trust 
is a real one, particularly where 
families have become fragmented, 
with second marriages, family feuds 
and other factors complicating 
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matters further. In addition to 
this, there is the problem that 
once a gift has been made, it has 
gone. Many feel uncomfortable 
relinquishing control of assets they 
feel they might need down the line. 
Furthermore, beyond the allowances 
provided to most individuals (the 
Nil Rate Band) the clock starts 
ticking on a seven year period. Only 
after the expiry of this period is the 
gift considered to be free of IHT. 
This negates the ability to conduct 
effective ‘death bed gifting.’

There are, however, some other very 
simple ways to avoid Inheritance Tax, 
the simplest but least popular being 
‘spend it'. Assuming all allowances 
had been exhausted, £1,000 spent 
on an upgrade to Premium Economy 
might only be worth £600 in the 
hands of one’s beneficiaries. So those 
in this position could regard anything 
upon which they consider spending 
as having a 40% off label on it. We 
frequently urge our clients to do just 
this, however many are hard-wired to 
object to ostentatious spending, or 
would rather that their beneficiaries 
receive £600 than nothing.
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We can also use the other 
allowances which are available 
to us for example charitable 
giving, using the annual £3,000 
allowance, the £250 small gifts 
allowance, the regular gifts from 
excess income allowance, gifts for 
family members’ weddings etc.

However for many, spending and 
gifting will only address part of the 
situation at hand. Thankfully, as 
things stand there are other options. 
For the purposes of this piece I will 
borrow from a client situation which 
I recently encountered.

AIM and charitable bequests

AIM (the Alternative Investment 
Market) is the junior market of 
the London Stock Exchange. It is 
typically populated by smaller, 
younger, growing companies; 
sometimes with shorter historical 
trading records. The nature of these 
companies is that they can between 
them deliver handsome investment 
returns when things go well. The 
quid pro quo for this is that the risks 
to the downside are also greater. 
The IHT benefit of investing in these 
assets is that provided one survives 
for two years, these investments 
will fall outside one’s estate. This 
compares with seven years for 
outright gifts and furthermore with 
such a gift, control of the assets is 
lost immediately.

With an AIM portfolio the investor 
still controls the assets and can 
therefore change their mind 
if circumstances change. The 
overriding proviso to investing in 
AIM for IHT purposes is that the 
value of these assets can and will 
both rise and fall and that tax rules 
can change. Mathematically they can 

fall a long way (40%) before doing 
this ceases to make sense in tax 
terms. This gives comfort to those 
who worry about the ups and downs 
of investing in smaller companies 
and also those who are concerned  
about the potential for legislative 
change. So let’s consider a real life 
example and see how it works:

Case study

An individual with a house worth 
£450,000, a portfolio valued at 
£900,000 and cash of £100,000 
has assets worth £1.45m in total. 
Rising house and asset prices mean 
that situations such as this are not 
uncommon. Often the value of the 
house and the portfolio might be 
transposed but the principles are 
the same. The client in question has 
her late husband’s Nil Rate Band 
available and her house is left to her 
two children.

If this client were to die in 2020/21 
(when the full benefits of George 
Osborne’s IHT reforms are in place, 
with an additional allowance for the 
main residence) with the status quo 
remaining in terms of values and tax 
rules, her estate would be liable for 
£180,000 in IHT, leaving £1.27m for 
her beneficiaries.

If she were to invest £150,000 of her 
portfolio into AIM securities, again 
assuming the status quo in terms 
of values and legislation, after two 
years this sum would fall outside 
her estate. To compensate for the 
additional risk of the AIM portfolio we 
could consider taking her remaining 
‘standard’ portfolio down one risk 
notch to keep her overall risk broadly 
similar. In this situation the IHT 
liability would reduce to £120,000, 
leaving £1.33m for her beneficiaries.

The client in question is a keen 
charitable donor, so she could take 
things a step further and exploit 
a reduction in IHT rates where an 
estate leaves more than 10% of the 
net value to charity. When this is 
done the IHT rate charged drops 
to 36%. By combining charitable 
bequests of this scale with a 
£150,000 AIM portfolio as above, 
she could leave £30,000 to her 
charities of choice, reduce the IHT 
liability to £97,200 and leave her 
beneficiaries around £1.32m. In this 
situation the tax man is the only 
loser. Both the charities and her 
beneficiaries gain.

These are stylised examples but 
designed to be thought provoking. 
At Thesis we are investors, not 
tax advisers. Our AIM portfolio 
service can fulfil the role depicted 
in the example above. However 
we recommend that our clients 
take appropriate tax advice before 
embarking on any change in 
strategy. On a daily basis we work 
closely with solicitors, accountants 
and financial planners to achieve 
the best outcomes for our clients 
whether they relate to tax or other 
aspects of their finances.

IHT is far from being a jolly, dinner 
party subject. However for those 
who are willing to discuss it there 
are options, some of which we have 
explored here. If this has piqued 
your interest please contact your 
Thesis investment manager or 
financial adviser.
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Indices Value�as�at�
31/08/2018

%�Change��
on�month

%�Change�
year�to�

date

%�Change�
on�12�

months

FTSE 100 Share 7432.42 -4.08% -3.32% 0.02%

FTSE All Share 4106.14 -3.46% -2.74% 0.81%

S&P 500 2901.52 3.03% 8.52% 17.39%

Dow Jones 25964.82 2.16% 5.04% 18.30%

Euro Stoxx 50 EUR 3392.90 -3.76% -3.17% -0.83%

Nikkei 225 22865.15 1.38% 0.44% 16.38%

MSCI Emerging Markets 1055.96 -2.90% -8.85% -2.92%

UK Treasury 4.25% 2027 125.84 0.20% -2.14% -4.12%

Sterling/US$ 1.30 -1.26% -4.18% 0.50%

Sterling/Euro 1.12 -0.41% -0.64% 2.99%

SOURCE: BLOOMBERG

Summary

  Developed Markets outperform 
Emerging Markets

  Currency contagion

  All-time high and the longest  
bull run

  Mexican-US trade agreement

  Likelihood of a post-Brexit 
partnership

  European banks

Global equity markets fell in 

August as currency contagion 

and the near collapse of 

several Emerging Market (EM) 

currencies dominated in what 

was to be a risk off month. The 

notable exception was the US 

stockmarket which once again 

pushed higher and helped 

Developed Markets outperform 

Emerging Markets for the fifth 

month in a row. 

The EM selloff has its roots in a slew 
of mini routs as the era of easy-
money has come to an end and 
exposed inappropriate monetary 
policies. In Turkey, equity markets 
suffered heavy losses following a 
sharp depreciation in the Lira. The 
currency fell as geopolitical tensions 
with the US exacerbated ongoing 
concerns over its wide current 
account deficit. It is also paying 
the price for its refusal to follow 
orthodox monetary policy, but the 
main question mark hanging over it 
is whether the country can pay back 
its dollar-denominated debt. 

US

The US equity market retained 
momentum from July’s stellar 
corporate earnings results with 
the S&P 500 reaching an all-time 
high and the longest bull run in 
history. GDP data released in late 
July showed that US economic 
growth accelerated to 4.2% on 
an annualised quarterly basis in 
Q2, its fastest pace in nearly four 
years. Strong household spending 
was the key driver of the pick-up 
in growth, supported by the US 
administration’s drive to lower 
taxes and increase spending. The 
US and Mexico struck a trade deal 
towards the end on the month that 
paved the way to replace NAFTA, 
the current agreement between 
the two nations and Canada. The 
plan will not cap imports of light 
vehicles from Mexico, but keeps the 
steel and aluminium tariffs that are 
already in place. Trump also added 
that Mexican officials promised the 
country would start buying as much 
US farm product as possible. 

UK

The Bank of England’s Monetary 
Policy Committee (MPC) voted 
unanimously to increase the UK’s 
base interest rate at its August 
meeting. The market had widely 
anticipated the 0.25% increase 
to 0.75% so this failed to have 
a stabilising effect on sterling 
as comments from the Bank of 
England on the “uncomfortably 
high” prospect of a ‘no deal’ Brexit 
saw sterling fall to a 13-month 
low against the US dollar. It later 
strengthened on supportive 
comments from the EU’s Chief 
Negotiator Michel Barnier, on 
the likelihood of a post-Brexit 
partnership. The FTSE All-Share fell 
against the backdrop of increased 
risk aversion in global markets, with 
EM-exposed areas of the market 
performing poorly, including the 
mining sector which was negatively 
impacted by disappointing Chinese 
macro-economic data. Merger and 
acquisition activity continues to 
be a bright spot for the UK equity 
market as Whitbread announced it 
had agreed a £3.9bn deal to sell its 
Costa Coffee business to Coca Cola, 
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and insurance company Esure rose 
sharply following news of a bid from 
Bain Capital to take the company 
back into private ownership.

Emerging Markets

I have already briefly touched 
on Turkey’s woes but there are 
other areas of EM currently giving 
investors sleepless nights, such 
as South Africa. This is already 
in recession, driven by a slump 
in agricultural output, and is also 
particularly exposed to global 
liquidity tightening. Argentina is 
also under the microscope as it was 
forced to approach the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) for a US$50bn 
bailout to shore up next year’s 
budget. This unnerved financial 
markets, prompting a plunge in 
the peso and led the country’s 
central bank to raise interest rates 
aggressively to 60% from 45%. Its 
currency had devalued 24% against 
the dollar over a single month. The 
collapse of the Venezuelan Bolivar 
currency did little to help sentiment 
in EM, while Brazil’s real lost 7%, 
and Russia’s ruble fell by 7% after 
fresh sanctions were applied by the 
US. The currency contagion that 
dominated the month affected Asia 
to a lesser extent but the region 
was led lower by China, which lost 
3.8%, with technology stocks in 
particular under pressure as US 
tariffs began to bite while President 
Trump was threatening to impose 
more.

Eurozone

Eurozone equities declined over the 
month with banks providing a drag 
on returns. In particular, lenders 
with exposure to Turkey came under 
pressure with BBVA and Unicredit 
singled out as the most vulnerable 
European banks. Meanwhile, 
the Italian equity market was 
particularly weak and down 9.5% 
on the month accompanied by rising 
domestic bond yields amid worries 
that the new Italian government’s 
2019 budget may come close to 
breaching EU fiscal rules. In addition 
to this, it appears the risk that the 
US imposes tariffs on imports from 
the EU have risen again. President 
Trump repeated his threat to impose 
a 25% tariff on car imports from 
the EU, despite the supposed tariff 
ceasefire, while the US and EU 
negotiate cutting trade barriers.

Japan 

The quarterly corporate earnings 
season delivered solid results, 
suggesting that the positive 
momentum in corporate earnings 
remains on track. In terms of 
economic data, real GDP in Japan 
grew 1.9% in Q2 to reverse the 
modest contraction seen in Q1. This 
improvement was underpinned 
by strong domestic demand, 
specifically consumption and 
investment. Data released in 
August saw the country enjoy a 

multi-decade high in wage growth 
in July; inflation figures, however, 
didn’t budge. On the political front, 
the ruling Liberal Democratic 
Party announced that a leadership 
election would be called on 20 
September and after weathering 
financial scandals earlier this year, 
Prime Minister Abe now seems to 
have a reasonably clear path. 

Fixed Income

UK gilt yields were slightly lower 
on the month. This was despite a 
well telegraphed rate hike by the 
Bank of England, as Governor Mark 
Carney suggested that the economy 
required only a “modest” pace of 
rate hikes. Global investment grade 
corporate bonds produced positive 
total returns, led by US dollar and 
sterling; euro underperformed. 
Global high yield corporate bonds 
saw a small negative return, 
reflecting weakness from the euro 
denominated market. In Emerging 
Markets, the abrupt and broad-
based sell-off in currency markets, 
also rattled bond investors. 
Following the significant fall in 
price however, yields on some EM 
sovereign bonds are starting to look 
attractive again.
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